1.3m LIFTING LUG (TYP) (SWIFTLIFT 6000-1.3)
OR SIMILAR APPROVED
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NOTES

1. CONCRETE SHALL BE CLASS N32 IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS1379.
2. ALL CONCRETE CORNERS SHALL HAVE A 20 MM CHAMFER UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
3. CLEAR COVER TO REINFORCEMENT SHALL BE 30.
4. ABBREVIATIONS USED:- T - TOP
   B - BOTTOM
5. REINFORCEMENT SHALL CONFORM TO:-
   N - 508 MPa REINFORCING BARS TO AS4671
   SL - 508 MPa MESH TO AS4671
6. BAR MARKS USED C1 - C16
7. CUTTING AND BENDING OF REINFORCEMENT SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS4680.
8. LIFTING LUGS SHALL BE HOT DIP GALVANISED IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS4680.
9. THIS DRAWING SUPERSEDES DRAWING 9822-6275.